DAM

PIM

COMPETING OR
C O M P L E M E N TA R Y ?
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
allows you to store, retrieve,
collaborate and diffuse your digital
assets, including text, graphics,
images, videos, and audio.

PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
serves as a reference for all data
and information required to
market and sell your products.

FEATURES

Central repository for your digital assets and rich media
Central repository for your
product information

Ingestion and creation
Metadata, taxonomy management
and AI-based content tagging
Internal and external sharing of assets

Unification and collection of all
product information: product descriptions
specifications and translations etc

Rights management and compliance controls

Data enrichment and quality

Planning and content collaboration

Publication and syndication of product data
to marketing and sales channels

Review and approval workflows

User and rights based management

Asset editing and personalization
Rendition Management

Bulk importing, editing and
updating of information

Multichannel content distribution

Basic management of digital assets
related to products

Usage and distribution analytics

Integration with third-party management
systems and databases

Integrations and API connectors
for other marketing technologies

BENEFITS

Centralize and manage marketing,
brand and product assets

Centralize information related to your products
Edit, optimize and enrich your product information

Organize your digital assets according
to your company’s specific organization

Control and distribute product information
across sales channels

Find and share assets easily and quickly
Ensure brand consistency and legal compliance
across multiple channels and markets

Ensure information distributed across
multiple channels is consistent, complete and accurate

Reduce time to market

Reduce time to market
Improve customer experience
with continuity and coherence across
the purchasing journey

Provide optimized and personalized
customer experiences across all touchpoints

BEST FOR?

Companies spanning retail and CPG but also
automotive, finance, life sciences, energy etc.
that must deal with a huge amount of visual assets

Manufacturers, CPG or retailers
with multiple SKUs

Organizations that are dispersed or that
have multiple brands, business units, channels,
and stakeholders that need access to assets

Organizations that must deal with a huge
amount of product data and multiple sales
and marketing channels

Marketing, communication, creatives, digital,
commerce, IT and sales teams

Product, commerce, marketing,
IT and sales teams
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